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Abstract

For  reactions  a+b+a+b and a-€5*atb- we obtain some general results

about the sign of the real part of the forward scattering amplitude

taking into account some general experimental features of the total cross-sections.

These results give numerical bounds' on the energy beyond which the real

part must remain positive for various reactions, neglecting some

v·                      low energy effects.
4,5

i)  For crossing symmetric amplitudes, adsuming that beyond the resonance

region the symmetric total cross section decreases to a minimum, then

increases, and remains a non-decreasing function of energy, we get a

value of the energy beyond which the real part of the symmetric amplitude

must· remain positive.

ii)  Assuming that the antisymmetric amplitude satisfies an unsubtracted

dispersion relation and that the antisymmetric imaginary part does not

change sign and is a don-decreasing function of energy, we find that

the real part of the antisymmetric amplitude is always· positive.
- -

iii)  We assume for the determination of the real·part of atb#a+b

1)    the antisymmetric amplitude satisfies an unsubtracted dis persion relation,

2) E- A does not change sign and does not decrease, or decreases under

particular conditions to a constant, after.some.well defined energy,.

r· 8.
3)  the total cross-section for a+b decreases to a minimum, then

C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   .

46
increases sufficiently and remains non-decreasing.

Then, we determine the energy beyond which the real part of the

forward antiparticle amplitude must be positive.  Using the experimental
+

data for aK P and aPP from threshold up  to the observed rise and low energy
I tot tot

data for the corresponding antisymmetric parts, we show that the real parts

of the forward amplitudes for K-p+K-p and pEDPE must be positive at, and
+

remain positive beyond, energies close to the minima of aK P and aPP .
tot tot

t g
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I.  Introduction

In this paper we re-examine the known asymptotic theorems

concerning the real part-of forward elastic amplitudes·corresponding

1

--

to  a+b+a+b and a+b-*a+b    a , and b being strongly interacting particles,

1             in light of two recent experimental results:· the rise of a atPP
tot

'3
1

ISR , and the positivity of the real part in pp+pp experiments at
C-$2
NAL . Since the experimental  results of last year on the rise of

app a number of models calculating R P and 11PP have been presented.3,4,5,6
tot
--
It is our aim to try to generalize some results of these models in-

dependently of the particular choice of behavior for a and toPP
tot'

clarify the conditions sufficient' to- have· a positive· real part.

If  we  consider the experimental values   of   0, ft and  a o    ,   they
-<T-=     -        .=F= --4

suggest the following picture for the total cross sections beyond the
*--

resonance region (see Fig. 1): a decreases from some energy value,ml'
-                         tot3

to a minimum value at m2' beyond which a increases at least up totot
-

the energy value m.  We call this behavior of type A.  Whether the in-

crease continues or stops far beyondm is really an asymptotic property
-

that we cannot hope to learn from experiments for many years, but it
*

seems reasonable to assume that the cross section does not decrease be-----++$4               yond m. Keeping in mind this picture for pp·, pp, K-p,Tr- p (although
 .--S---".,..+

neither a  Pnor-.01>=-Ris yet shown such a behavior  ),  it is tempting

to see if such a·behavior allows us to go beyond the results of asymptotic

theorems concerning the forward real parts of the amplitudes.  We

discuss in section II the present status of such theorems. A general

feature  of such theorems is 7,8,9 that they are only true asymptotically,

\
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that is, they hold for E higher than some..unknown fixed energy.  In this paper we

give calculable numerical energy values. beyond which theorems.on the positivity  of

the real parts hold (modulo..some. low.. energy effects).

i In the second section we.show with some explicit, simple examples that the

results about the..sign  of  the  real. part of physical processes  can be strongly affect-

,„

ed by different hypotheses on the antisymmetric amplitude, which is unknown experi-
'.,

mentally above 50-60 GeV.

In the third section we study  the  real  par.t of antiparticle amplitudes,   for

PP      K-pexample R and R , by making the. usual..decomposition. into a sum of real parts of-
the symmetric and antisymmetric amplitudes.  In part A we assume G has a behavior

-                             - A'---&1-.                   =-"-==„.==.==- ..==I-
sym

  ---'.r tot

-- ---Sfmof type A, and determine the rise of the cross section necessary to ensure that R

becomes and remains positive. In this way we determine two different kinds of results.

First, we neglect the contribution of the cut from the physical threshold up to the

lowest value where the behaviour of type A is satisfied and we take into account a

limited part of the knowledge of a up to the maximum rise. Second, we include
sym
tot

all the contributions coming from the physical threshold up to the maximum rise and

try to take into account full knowledge of the total cross sections·in that region.

This leads to our main theorem, Theorem III, which is valid for the principal part

integral of any function having the same analytic structure as a symmetric subtracted

.
forward amplitude· .with. a· positive discontinuity.    In  part B.we assume  that  the  anti-

v' particle amplitude satisfies an unsubtracted dispersion relation, and that its ima-

ginary part does„not change sign and.is a non-decreasing function of energy.  Then

A
we show that R  is always positive.  In..par.t C we give numerical bounds for the

positivity of R P and RK-P.  Since neither. a minimum nor a rise in asym has been ex-
tot

perimentally observed, we illustrate our theorems using models which fit the exist-

ing   experimental  data and extrapolate..the cross sections to higher energies.
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a6In the fourth section we again study the positivity of R , making a different

abdecomposition into a term. coming from a .  plus.a term. coming from the antisymmetric
tot

cross section. The first term has the same analytic structur.e as the symmetric

ab                          abterm in Ch. III....as„ being teplaced..by. a . .  First,. if we assume a satisfies' tot tot             ..           tot
ab.       a behavior of type':A, then we find. the rise of. a sufficient.to ensure the posit-
tot

ivity of the first term. For the second term, we assume.that the antisymmetric
\.t

amplitude satisfies an unsubtracted dispersion relation and that its imaginary part
-1/2  A

does not change sign.  If E I .does.not.decrease after some well defined energy,

then the contribution of the.principal.value.integralfrom that energy to infinity

is  non-negative.     For the .remaining..part·.of..the   second term, corresponding  to  the

-1/2  A
low energies where E I   decreases;·.we· obtain-.a .correction to 'the calculation

of the bound where the first .term .becomes··-positive·. Even in the case of E    I-1/2 A

decreasing (under particular conditions) „and going to a .constant after some well

defined enegry, we obtain corrections to the first term such that the sum can

ab
be positive.  Thus, we find.the.rise-df a sufficient to ensure the positivity

tot

of Ral;,  and we report numerical .results for RPR and R -P. The virtue of  this new
aEdecomposition is  that it allows us to obtain .bounds  on the positivity of R using

as input only experimentally measured cross sections.  When experimental measure-

ab
ments show a rise in a , a similar decomposition· may be useful to obtain resultstot

ab
on the positivity of R   as well.

<.2
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II. Asymptotic Theorems- on' the Sign· of the

Real Bart and Importance-of the Antisymmetric Amplitude

7                           8 9Khuri and Kinoshita"(and later others  ' ) have obtained general

results for the real part· of· the symmetric forward -scattering amplitude

*                                                                  ++corresponding to a+b-+a+b-  .     It  is well known  that if 9oym    >(logE) B,

with B  positive but arbitrarily small, then some average over

the real part of the forward symmetric amplitude with a positive weight

8
function must be positive: If the stronger assumption is

made  that  the  real  part  has  only a finite number  of sign changes,   then  the

real part of the symmetric amplitude, Rsym, must be positive asymptotically.
9

It is also well known that if asym  decreases· not too quickly to a
tot

constant, then R is the sum of a positive term and a negative term insym

the dispersion relation, the negative term dominating asymptotically.

A general feature of such theorems about the real part is that they are

only true asymptotically, that'is,- they hold for E higher than some un-

known fixed energy. Such theorems'  were proved at a' time when most physicists

believed the total cross section would decrease to a constant and the ratio

of real part to imaginary part would remain negative,  going to zero

as a function of energy.

Although the physical processes- are described  by a  sum or difference
'.

of the symmetric and antisymmetric'amplitudes-, it is frequently assumed

that the antisymmetric amplitude is negligible.  Then, the results derived

for the· symmetric  case may· be applied· to the physical processes  as well.

Nevertheless, the possibility of a non-negligible antisymmetric amplitude

5
cannot be ruled out , and the results for physical processes can be quite
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different  from the symmetric- case when-such,:a non=negligible anti-

symmetric amplitude is taken-into acccount.     This is illustrated

in the following  with some simple examples. First, we- recall   that

even if a. 10  , no general results about R or R/I for physical processes
sym,

tot

can  be ob tained without drastic· assumptions about ' the   growth  of  the

antisymmetric amplitude.-  Second-, we-show that even if-CI   decreases totot

a constant we can have F   positive by taking an antisymmetric amplitude
..

with   imaginary part which - changes   sign,   that   is ;   a    and   · JP cross.
-

If we require that a and c do not cross, we can still have R
PP PP PP

becoming positive by choosing an antisymmetric amplitude  such  that

PP PPI0    -a    i logE A  0,  that  'is; the Pomeranchuk- theorem is weakly satisfied

or violated.

+.+   +
Let us call F-=R-tiI- the forward scattering amplitude corresponding

to

a+b + a+b

atb + a+b

+                              ++For  instance, F corresponds·- to  the  elastic  pp,  K- p· or  Tr p process

and F- corresponds   to   Fp ,   K p,   7T-p    0 We define, as usual, the antisymmetric

and symmetric amplitudes.
-

1                                                F--F+      ,   .A  -    s .F-+F  c    S

FA=         i        =.  RatiI-          F   = ·2        =   R"fiI

F+· = FS:EFA

1.  General results

In this section we want to recall and emphasize that the signs

+       +++                          S
and behaviors  of R- or  p-=R-/I- depend not only on F , but also on

FA, for which we have very-few experimental results-and very few theoretical
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10
constraints. In particular, even if c > 00- the results  p-+0tot E+00 '

A
quoted in the literature depend strongly on assumptions about F . For

simplicity we consider a very simple family of examples satisfying the

appropriate crossing properties. Let us assume that for E very large

'

iA   S,AS A iTT    BS, AFs,A(E) = C  ; (Ee- 7- )a    (log Ee- 7-)
..1

S                      A     A A S A
with C =const.> 0 and C =-iD , D =const. We consider a ' =1. From

11
positivity and unitarity we recall      that  in  the BS,BA plane  (see  Fig.  2 )

we have the restrictions:
--

Bs<2      BAG  4+   1      if      BS3O,   and   BA<BS+   1      if      BSiO.

+
We get for p-,

S

i    CSABS(logE)8 -11 2DA(logE)BA

P= A-12CS (logE) BS•DrBADA(logE) B

In the plane (BS,BA) we have an allowed domain shown in Fig. 2, and three

sub-domains classifying the possible asymptotic behaviors of pi.  Let us
call n the sign of D , n=1 if DA>O and n =-1 if D O.  Then, the three sub-

domains are:

-                                                       S

i)   BS-1>BA, p:!::X2 1 8  ,Pi+O+ if BS>0, Pi.+O- if BS<0.

ii)  BS-1<BA<BS, npt+to

iii)      BS< AA n n    »+  co
M  ,   .,Mi:

Of course, there exist also the boundaries of these domains: for

instance if Bs=BA then npi+fconst, whereas if Bs=O in i) then it is

necessary to take into account the non-leading term in FS and compare

it with the leading term in.FA.
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+
Summarizing, we see that even having BS>0 (a- +00)  does not

TOT

completely constrain the behavior  of pt .  Roughly, one gets   91+0+

if FS is highly dominant (case i) with BS>O, npt-Ktoo if F  is dominant

(case iii)) and   p +t0 in the intermediate domain where BS>BA (case ii)).

We remark also that in*the two last cases the sign of pi depends of ·the
.

sign  of DA (B D  having the asymptotic sign of IA) which is unknown

S.2

experimentally as well as theoretically.

Some physicists can object that-an antisymmetric amplitude with a

behavior near const . • |E l i s not reasonable  and that certainlyla -0-  

decreases like a power. But even in this case we shall see that

the antisymmetric amplitude can be very important if we take into

A                             +account the freedom about the sign of I , namely that a cross over of a

and a  for some energy is not forbidden.  We shall take an example

interesting in the context of the recent experimental result RPP>O at
2

NAL energies.

2.  A particular Example

Let us require that

./   pp1)     a       Or  as  goes  to a constant from above:   as-as (00) >0 and decreases

-           like a power.  This means that we ignore for a moment the ISR rise of                   
'

app.
-

ii) la P-OPP  decreases like a power,

iii)  We take into account the behavior  of aPP and aPP at "low accelerator

energy": up to Serpukhov energy GPP>G  , RPP<0 and RP >0 up to 10 Gev.

PP
iv)  We include the NAL result: R has a zero in the NAL energy range, be-

coming positive thereafter.  Can we construct such. an example which satisfies

these conditions?  If the answer is yes, it means that it is theoretically

possible to have a
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PP                          PPzero in R as observed· at NAL with R positive .thereaf·ter,· and· at the

pp      I PFsame time have no rise in a   with la  -aPP| decreasing like a power.

In  fact, we can construct such a model  but  we have  to  pay a price.

From i), RS is always negative or becomes and remains negative after

A
*              some value. If we want RPP=RS-R   to satisfy iii),then R must

S
dominate R  and be negative at NAL energies:  This·requires that the

./

decrease  of | aPP  -aPP   1   be    less     than the decrease ·of  Gfi (00)   and  that
TOT TOT'

a  -G P change sign.  As an output of the model we see that RPP=RS+R 

has to be negative at least at NAL energies and has to remain negative

beyond.   Such a model can be tested' when pTf results are obtained at

higher energies.  From the family of models (1) it is easy to construct

such a model:

-i /2 a
S

S

FS= iclE-(2(Ee     )        0<a <1   ,
A             A

i  a iTT a S   A

FA=  -i(3 (Ee- 7-)   1  +i(4(Ee- r)  2   ,   0<a 2<al<1,  Ci>o    ,  a  <al  '
S

S A 7Ta                                      PP
or if a = al then (2<(3 tan(-2 ) The reader can verify that R

becomes positive after some energy, RPP  becomes negative after some

energy, and aPP-aPP has to change sign with  appropriate-choices of

the parameters Ci, as,aA.

A
If we neglect the last term in F  then we get

A   A

IPP--
Has as  Tal  al

u E+C- sin (2-) E +C cos (--2 )E12    3
A

was as  Tal     A

RPP --C2cos (-2-)E +C3 sin (-T-) Eal>0·

L.__
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Introducing  the' last  term  in- FA.-we-can modify the model· so  that for small

E,  we  have  I >O  and  RPP<0. Of course, the decrease of   (as-aS Coq)   and

(G  T-a  T) like powers are not necessary in order to get the above
S        -                     A

S S -B and'aPP·-a   10(log E)-Bresult.   Let us assume 0  --a    (00)=(log E)TOT TOT ' TOT TOT
S
-1                 -BA+1(BA>1).  Because |RS':2E(log E)-B and   |R  1 =E (logE) , in order to have

|
RA   dominating |RS 1 , it is sufficient that   <B +2. However, it is stillts

+                                                                                                                                                           A . PPnecessary to have one sign change in I  in order to have R becoming

and remaining positive beyond some energy.

Now another question arises:     can we reconcile RPP becoming positive

S     PPand a or G going to a constant from above without having this sign

Achange in I ?  The answer is still yes but we'have to pay another price:

namely, that F  cannot satisfy-an- unsubtracted--dispersion relation.   Let
-                              -

us assume that for E large IA=E(CPP-CPP) (logE)Y,y>-1,  and CPP>CPP.   Then

RA  -_ 20'15 (fl)                                                                                                 -
Tr (ytl)

E(log  E)7+1  and will dominate  RS.     Thus  RPP=(CPP-CPP) E (logE)Y+1

and becomes and remains·positive after some energy value.  A well-

known example  is y=0, the violation of' the Pomeranchuk ·theorem where
..

aPP-aPP-+CPP-CPP00.   It should· be noted that in these models we also have

R P becoming and remaining negative after some energy.  Concluding we

PPsee that another possibility in order'to reconcile a positive R and a

PPa   which does not rise is to have the· Pomeranchuk theorem violated or
..

weakly satisfied, in particular such that (Log 10(aPP-aPP) /*0.  The aim
E-*CO

of this section is  to recall to the faaddr that in order to get general

results about Rt one cannot ignore the assumptions about F  whether

hidden or stated. In  conclusion,  it appears- meaningless  to· try to obtain

+
general theorems about R- using only  the' symmetric amplitude.
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III. The Real Part of the Antiparticle Amplitude as a Sum of RS and R 

By making the usual separation R-=RS-1-R  and seeking. the conditions

which ensure. the positivity of RS and R  separately, we arrive at the

conditiors for the positivity of R-.

A)  Real·Bart of Symmetric Amplitudes
4

We define FS . the high energy part of the symmetric amplitude FS(E)
HE'

as

Fs  = _  - [FS(E)-P.SE(E)]=E2 f'24'  dxI2 (x)                     (1)HE    2
m   x(x -E )

where FS  contains the low energy contributions below the .physical threshold, m :
LE

the poles terms, the subtractions constants and the unphysical cuts.

We define ml such that m >m -  Let us define FS =RstiIS.  Our aim is to1 0-
 

HE
S                                                  S

obtain general results on R (E) deduced from assumptions about I (E)=

./E2-m2  as (E)   for  E)ml. We consider  now a function a(E) which could  be  as,
0

A   1
G, a   or another function linked· to the total cross section. We state

now what we call assumption A concerning the behavior of c(E) for E>ml.

Assumption A: (see Fig. 1).

i)  there exists m2 such that a(E) is· decreasing for EE[ml'm2]

ii)  there exists ·m such that a(E) increases for E€ [m2'm].

iii) a (E) is non-decreasing for E>m: i.e. a(E2)3((El) if E23El»1.

We define  ml  as tthe smallest energy value beyond

which assumption A is satisfied by ((E).  We remark that a number of recent

models which fit the present experimental cross-section data and extrapolate
+ +

to higher energies for pp and pp, K-p, A-p  are of this type but with
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m=co, i.e. an infinite rise.  Here we want to give results applicable

to these models as well as to models with only a finite rise,  for

S
example, models having a Pomeron with cuts, where  a   goes to a

-            constant after some rise.  We have included assumption  iii) to accommo-

date this additional type of behavior. For each type of reaction we
..4

will determine an upper bound (if it is possible) for the smallest  E

S
value where R becomes and remains positive, i.e. to find E  such that

0

we can ensure that  RS(E)>0  for any  E>E .  However, there does not

exist such a general feature of a when  E  belongs to the interval
tot

(m ,ml).  This is the region where the contributions of the resonances

are very important and differ for different reactions. In general, models

do not take into account these contributions and it is generally thought

that they do not affect results about the positivity of the real part.

However, we notice that for  E>ml  the contributions to the real part

coming from the cut between  m   and  ml  lead to a negative quantity.

Thus, theoretically they could affect the determination of our upper

bound  E   beyond which RS remains positive.  It is interesting to verify

numerically whether this happens.

In the following we shall obtain two different kinds of results.

First, we obtain general theorems valid. for    E >ml' neglecting  the  con-

tribution of the cut between  m   and  ml.  Further we take into account

very little of the information about a for  ml<E<m.  This leads to crude

theorems (I and II), but they have the advantage of explaining simply the

main features of the bounds, such as the decrease of E when m increases.0
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Moreover, these theorems have to be applidd when experimental knowledge

is insufficient to determine c up to  E=m, a fact generally true for

O sym o Second, we €ry to include in our bounds as much· as we cantot

of the knolwedge of a for  m <E<m.  The application· ·of our bounds

becomes more convenient when a.  is known up to  E=m, as we shall see
in the followin  chapter for GK+P: and G PP ·

tot tot.4

A. 1) Theorems Taking into Account Only Limited Information on  a for

m <E<m.-1

ml     S
dxI (x)Let us define

RS (E) = E2  Im    x (x2 - E2)
and consider in Eq. (1)  the principal

0

part  RS-R   for  E>ml.     It  is  a  sum  of two terms,   the  f irst one corresphnding

to the integral along  the  path   [ml' E-€]   is negative, whereas the second

corresponding  to   [Ete, 00]   is  positive:    We  use a trick which appears  con-

venient here because it leads to the same interval for both terms. In

the first term we use the change of variable x=EX, and' in the second x=E/X .

We get

1-€/E
S ..S ml/E

R -Ao lim I dfx[fas(   )-gas(EX)]+Ii   dfxfas(E/X)   (2.a)
E            m /EE+0   1

+ lim  GS(E,E).
E+0

where           1
1+€/E

S               XIS (E/X) *.' E,IS (E)
G (E,E)=  f dA ) 0   for   fixed   E;   €+0.

1-E/E 1-X
2   E small     28

and

2 2'           2 '

'f,  -  -iss  . . ,  1111-9       g-"Y'1- it- f)g for Afl (2.b)2 2'
1-X
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-SLet us define   a  (E)=IS (E)/E.   With the same.trick..we get instead of  (2.a):

1-€/E                    1
m /E

S   S
R -Ro  = lim I

dfx[a( )-1(EX)]+ f    df  (4)+lim  GS(E,E)
E      f«O ml/E E+0O          X    X

(2.c)

We shall get a first theorem when the' amount of increase after m2 is

higher than, or.equal to the amount of decrease between ml and m2.  Let us

S        . fs. -S
call  m3   (if it exists) the

value  of  m  such  that  as (ml)=  a   (m3)   (Ora   (Il  )=a·  (m3))
S hJSTheorem I: let a be a or a

If a satisfies assumption A and m=m3 is such that 0(m3)=0(ml) then RS-RS>0
m

for E>E =
1/mrm2'

where  m2<m' <m,     - =  m 
, ml<mi<m2' a(m')=a(mi)·    As  a0

2

first comment we note that if *m3 then the theorem still applies, while

if m<m3 then the theorem cannot be applied.  As a second comment we note
m

that (m',mi) always exists.   In fact,   --1-- >1,  r- =1 for m'=m2=mi   and
m2      1          m3  m3increases when m' increases, and m' cannot be at

m3
because  - 3   .

ml   m2
Now we prove the theorem. From   (2) we write R  -R    as· a  sum  of  four   terms.

S   S
0

Let us define (mi, m'b any pair such that a(mi)=0(m') and m <m'<m <m'<m1 1 2  3'

RS RS =R S + 4 +R: + R:
m'/E m'/E
1                                1

us
R  = I dfx[faS( )-gaS(XE)]=f dfx(a (E/X) ZNS (EX))m /Em /E                        1

-·                                          1

m /E m /E (3)
1                     1

S                                     /VS

R2 =
f

fas(E/X)dfx= I    a (E/X)dfx>o
0 0

m2/E m2/ ES                                   Nq E ASR=f dfx [fas (E/X)-gas (XE) ]=I3 m'/E m'/E   d f x [a-(A)-0   (EX)]
1                                   1
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1-€/E 1-E/E
S      f                                    S E NSR  = lim

dfx[faS('E)-gas(XE)]=  lim  Im2/E   dfx[a  (A-)-0  (EX) ]4        m /E                                                            (3)e+0 2 E+0

We recall Eq. (2.b) that f3g for
141.  For R  we have XEE[m2'E-E],

 - E [Ete,   -L   ]      and   thus   R4>0   for   E>m2.      For  R3     we   have   XE€[mi,m21'
2   2ml

  E [  ,  ]   and thus R3 3.0 if E23E in= m2m'.   R2 is
always' positive.   For

2    2E   E n

R   we  have  EXE [ml,mi]  and f  E[m --  ,  ·Em2  ]  and  R 30    if  mi- 3.m,-1.=  m3
' Finally,

S S 22 2 1                     1     1

R - Ro > 0   if E >E =E =m-m'=mfi.  As a first application of this theoremmin   o  z

we note that because m'<m3  then Eo< /6;2m3 where always 0(™3)=0(ml)' Although

this result is not as good as the result of theorem I it is simpler to

visualize.

Corollary I:   If 0(aS or·/SS) satisfies assumption A with 0(m)=a(mj)=0(ml), and

even if we do not know the shape of a' exactly between (ml'm2) and between

(m2,m3) '   then  RS-R 30  for  E>,/ m3.

This result as we have said is an application of theorem I because

(ml,m') always exist  and m'<m3.  It can be proved directly without in-

troducing (mi,m') using explicitly only the values ml' m2 and m3.  Let us
write Eqs. (3) with mi=ml.  Then R EO, RS>0, R 30 if

E2)E in
=
m2m3' and

R430 for E>m2.  As a second application we consider the case where a is '

always non-decreasing.

Corollary II:  If G(as or '3S) is non-decreasing for Epml' then RS-R  >. 0 for

E)al'

This can be seen intuitively as an application of theorem I where we

put ml.Em2' and any m>ml is such that a (m))fml) and thus ,/ Im2· is as close

as we want to m2.  This result can also be proved directly.  If we put

m EmlEm2  in Eq. (3) then RIER)EO, R2>0'.and R4>0 for E>m2.
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It is clear· that' theorem I does not give the best E  value because

R2 is always positive and has not been taken into account in this game of

cancelling negative terms by positive ones.  On the other hand, this theorem

applies  only if  the rise is at least up  to a a(m3) '  but  does  not  say any-

thing if the rise is less than a(m3).  The following theorem takes these

two facts into account -and improves theorem I in the sense that it gives

smaller E values.
0

Theorem II

S        #gs.If   a, (a  or a ) satisfies assumption A ·with me13  and if there exists

(ml, m'), mlfml<m2<m'en, such that a(m )=a(m') and satisfying

m'm
2

i)  m'fmf m'                  '                            (4)
1

ii)  the condition B (or the more general condition C) of appendix A.

Condition B for as

G (m) 1+4amo 1+Bm
G (ml) 1-'tti       1 -'Bmo

> 1 - log ( )/ log ( 0) (5)

«mo- (ml-m2)/(Ei-m2),   Bm  =  m..2   (82-m:)/ (E4-m2m'l)0

Eo=   '4'.m2       ,       m. 23m2+3"i    .

rVS
Condition B for a is the same as (5) but with m =0, a   and Bm  beingm

S  S
0 0

replaced by am =0 , Bmo=o.   Then R LR0>0 for E>Eo.
0

We give the method of the proof; the details are given in a.ppendices A

and B.   We do not distinguish between' as and *S.   From Eq.  (3) we have

R +R >0 if E ,/'m2m'. and m'.Sm, however in this section we neglect the con-

tribution of these terms in the determination of E .
0

In the following section, in our main theorem III, we take into account

these terms and obtain improved results. Here we consider only the positiv-
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S   Sity of R. +R2=R which ca:-: be written in the form

R  = Ra+Rb' h= 6/][2-m )/]c (]c2-E2)

CO
R=f a (x)h(x,mo,E)dx
a   82/mi

(6)

m'

Rb 4 ml a (x)h(x,mo,E)dx.

For as  we  have  to  replace a by as  in (6) whereas  for « S  we  have to replace
.-

aby f in (6) and use h(x,m EO,E).
We consider E>E0=An'm2' thus Ra is positive and R  is negative.  Our aim is

by a combination of the two terms to find- a condition such that R remains
E2 - 82   m' m2positive  for  any EpE0. Because  in  R , x 'ml-  ml- 3.  Ini   pn'2,  a(x).has  a

lower bound ((E2/mi))0(m) if mf m'•-- ; . It follows that R  has a lower
ml

bound.

00

RaP-  a (m) f
h(x,mo,E)dx (7)

E2/mi

Similarly, we have to find an upper bound for |R | or a lower bound for

Rb.      This   is done easily   if we recall   that  a is decreasing  from  ml   to  mi.

RbA ((ml) Iml h(x,mo,E)dx                                   (8)
-

In (7,8), the integrands are elementary functions which can be integrated

explicitly and so we will arrive at an explicit condition on (mi,m')

ensuring that R remains positive for
E)Eo.

This is done in appendix A and

leads to condition B written down there.
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Now we shall explain how the inequality (5) expressing conditon B

S
works in order to give E , an upper bound of E where R  becomes positive.

First, let us remark that a<B<1 and so the r.h.s. of (5) is never negative.

Secondly, notice  (as is easily seen)- that  the r.h.s.  of· (5) decreases when

m' increases, which means that if the inequality is satisfied for some

-          . m' value it is always satisfied for· higher m' values, m'4m.

From (4) we see that, independently of (5) being satisfied, m' has

an upper bound m and a geometrical lower bound m.  defined by

m =
m
mi,L

(4,)
m2

which of course also depends on m.

Now we discuss how (4) and (5) · may both be satisfied.

i)    If we choose m=m3'  then 0(m)=a(m ). It follows that inequality  (5) is satisfied
1

for   any   m', but condition (4') requires    that   m.;Am'€m.  .     In'  this    case we recover
the theorem I.
ii)   Next  we  let m decrease  from  m3 .     From the continuity properties  of

Sthe functions entering into the inequality (we assume· of course a (m)

continuous) it is clear, first, that there always exists a range of values

of m where  (5) is satisfied for m'»L.
- Secondly there· exists· another range

of   lower m values where the inequality is satisfied   only   for   some  m' >m .

.. Finally there exists another m value higher than m2 for which the only m'

value where Eq. (5) can be satisfied is for m'=m=m4' whereas for m<m4' any

m'-Sm  violates   Eq. (5).m4 corresponds   to an interesting physical quantity:

it is the minimum rise for m>m2 sufficient in order to ensure that R becomes

>0 somewhere. .Thus, in this approximation E  (m4) is the highest E ,and when

m.increases between m3 up to m4) then the corresponding E (m) is a non-
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decreasing function.

We want to improve this approximation.  Coming back to the inequality

(5),  we recall  that it comes  from  (7,8) ,  and we see that  the best has not

been done.  For instance, instead of (7,8) we can divide the intervals

of integration in Ra and Rb taking great care in each sub-interval that

a decreases between  ml  and  mi  and increases (or at least does not

decrease) for  E>m2.  This is done in the Appendix and leads to condition C

of Appendix A.  The condition C is not reproduced here because of its

cumbersome expression.

A. 2) Theorems Taking into Account Full Knowledge  of  a  for   moLEen.

The rough previous theorems (I-II) were useful from the pedagogical point

of view. First, they show us very simply why an assumption about c such

as behavior of type A can be a sufficient condition to have R become and

remain positive beyond some E .  Secondly, they show why in general E 

decreases when the rise m increases.  However, they are certainly not the

best we can hope for and there certainly exists a possibility of improving

the determination of E .  For instance, we have entirely ignored the0

information coming from R3 + R4 >0 for EVE .  It is clear that this sum0

remains higher than some function depending on E  which, if introduced in

our positivity game, will improve the E  value.  Further, in our determination
-

of Rl
+ 430 we take into account only discrete values of  a for m13EAm,

thus ignoring part of the information if a is known experimentally· up to m.

On the other hand, we have not included in our formalism the part of the physical

cut from· m  to ml' and if we can improve E  we must also verify whether the

resonance region (or more generally the region above the physical threshold

L -
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where the behavior    of  type  A' is not satisf ied) modifies the result.

For all these reasons we now develop a more general formalism.

Consider'  a function having  the same analytic structure as· a subtracted

symmetric equation without subtraction constants, pole terms and unphysical

cut (although all these terms can be easily introduced).  The imaginary

part, I (E)', is assumed positive along the cut and we still define
-1ff=I/E.  Although the formalism can also be defined for a=I•(,/E2-M2)  , for

simplicity we consider only 5 2 Instead of Eq.  (1) we define

F   =   E2    foo       '3(2) d2 (1,)

mo   E -x

and call R the principal part for E real.  As in the previous section,

we assume that 1(E) satisfies the assumption A for E»ll>mo and define

(m', mi) such that ff(m')=8'(mi) with ml<mi<m2<m'Sn. We consider E>Eo=

'4IiFT- ..and''in' the same manner  that  led  to Eq.  (3)   we· get' the real part as  a

sum of five terms:

R = Ro + E (Rl + R2 + R3 + R4)

m 2
1      E

Ro = -I . · a(x)dx<0· for E>E2 z       0
mo  E -x

m'     2      2                           (3')1         E         RE
-8'(x)) dx

E Rl = Iml  E2-x2 (a(-x)

m            2             21 E WE
E R=f

a (T) dx P O      for      E)Eo
2   0   E2-x2
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E  R3  =   fm2     2E22   (8/( )-5(x))dx)0     for  E)Eo
m' E -x
1

E-E       2     2E    BE    w
E R  = lim I dx (a(-x-)-0(x)))0 for E>EO4                    22

E+0 m2 E -x

Our  aim  is  to  find-for  R (E)   and  each  ERi(E) a lower bound for EDE .  R0 0

«            is negative and we get easily

Ro(E))Ro(Eo) for EVEo

m.            E 2
1     0

 0(Eo) =-
f c(x) dx (3.a)2   2
m   E -x
00

We still have to get lower bounds for ERi, i= 1 ...4.  First, because the

integrand in R4 is always positive, if we replace the upper limit of

integration E by E , then R4 is lowered.  Second, we remark that in Rl'

RE2                     E 2

R2, R3' R4 the ·coefficient of  a(-r ) is positive and  -r>m2  so that
E2-  is always in the domain where a is non-decreasing.  It follows that
X 22           E

all these quantities are lowered   if we replace 'a (· 2)   by    ' (3 ) . Third,
2W En

a (-r)-«(x) >0 for   xe[m2'Eo]  and x E[mi,m21. It follows that
X

ER4 (E.)154(Eo),  ER3(E)3J£3(Eo)

Eo    dx (2E0+x)            E
2

R4(Eo)=              f                                        (5(-00 -1(x)) (3.b)
X

m2   2(x+Eo)

2
m      2E +x

R   (E   )=   f   2    1  (     0          ) (80(- -) - (x) )dx (3.c)
3 0

,  2   EO+Xm
1
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2                   E2       E2BE 0,0. *0»1
Now we consider Rl' where   c (x) is replaced by   al-)  and 0(7)=a.(m),

E2                                      2  x
if     x  4-'   .·      It   has an unknown sign because      (8(-£1)-1(x)) can change   sign

X

in the range of integration.  Let .us define 11(E ,x,«) such that

r  - C 2£,2) if Sip -5(x)<0
Eo-x

u(Eo,x,ff) =
     1 2EO

+X 2

(-  I C  E +x ) if 1( )-0(x)>0.0

Then we get

ER1(E) )Rl(Eo) for E)Eo.

m'              E2            E2           E2

Rl(EO)    =    I l   11(Eo,x,'6) (5(-32-) -:5(x))dx,   '5(-2 4'(m)    if -f)m. (3.d)
m
1

2         2

The  last  term  is    ER2(E)     with '3'( 3) replaced  by 1/(- ). It follows  that

ER2(E))R2(Eo)
for E>EO'

m     E2       E2

R2(E   )   =   fol     5,(-f) dx,     '5(-fO =7(m)    if x<E /m. (3.e)

Taking together our results about  R.  we see R(E) for E3EI
is higher1

i=4 -
than the sum   I  Ri(E) and we obtain our main theorem.'                                                   i= 0

Theorem III

If '3>0 ·satisfies assumption A for E)ml  and R  is the real part of the

symmetric-like subtracted integral equation (1') then

R(E)>0 for E3E0
i=4

where E is determined such that
E   Ri(Eo)>O0                           i=0
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Although theorem III includes the contribution of the cut between m  and
0

ml it can also be useful if we do not consider this part.  As a trivial

application it is easy to obtain a sufficient condition (not necessary)

in  order  that  R(E)-R (E)2·0  for E higher  than the value m2
corresponding

-

to the minimum of a . We remark that  for the quantities Ri(Eo),  m2<Eo<m,

i=l,2,3,4 only Rl(E ) could be negative.  However this cannot happen if

2     -
8(Eo/x)20(x) for xE[ml'm21.  Thus, we get:

Corollary                                           2
m

If a(x) satisfies assumption A for x,ml and if 8(- )26(x)  for xE[ml'm21'
-9 -

(with  cbm /x)=0(m)   if  m2/xkm),   then  R(E)-R (E)30    for  E>m2.

An example satisfying these assumptions is

2
a.                                             m

a(x)=co+  cillog t ) 1 1, co>O, ci>0, m,m  , ai>0·
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B) The Real Part of Antisymmetric Amplitudes

We consider first the case where the antisymmetric amplitude satisfies an unsubtracted

dispersion relation. In this case there is no subtraction constant but we still define

the high energy and low energy parts of the amplitude,

FA = A  [FA-FA E. 1  =  E .   d2  IA(2)                                         (9)ILE 2 O X -E

A      ml dxIA(X)                             t
As for the symmetric case, we define  Ro = E fm 2  2   with ml higher than or

o   x -E

equal to the physical threshold m .

With the same trick as for the symmetric amplitude we get for E>ml

ml/E  A E
RA-R   = lim fl-E/E  dfx(IA<E/X)-IA(XE))+f  LifxI (y) + lim GA (E,E) (10)

E+O "VE 6+0
*-1

(1+ *) A
I (E)

E(    )
where dfA has been defined in (2) and

GA(E,E)=41 -L  IA(5dX ,G  E small 2E

E   1-X 2

Assumption D, for Ekml

A                                    A                           A
F   satisfies an unsubtracted equation,  I   does not change,sign,  and I  (E)  is a.non-

decreasing function. ml is defined as the smallest energy value for beyond which
assumption D holds for IA.

Theorem IV

A AIf FA and IA satisfy assumption D,  then R -R  >0 for Ekml.   We give the proof now.   In
0

Eq. (10) the second term is always positive and so we need only to look at the first term.

We  have  XE   E [ml' E-E]   and  ·   E   [Ete ,    ·  ]   and  so the first   term is positive   for   E>ml

Now let us consider the case where requires a  subtracted equation. If we write a

subtracted dispersion relation,  then the subtraction  term  is' of  the form const.· E.
\

AA
In this case we can also find general assumptions  about I  or a  in order to exhibit

positivity (or negativity) properties for E higher than some computable E .  However,

A
we see that the  term const. E can always modify the sign of R  for E finite (unless we

know more about the subtraction constant) and so we do not think the result will have

A
a great significance as long as E remains finite. In other words, if F  requires a
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subtracted dispersion relation  all we can..get .is.the. usual. asymptotic theorems,

valid   for      E>E        with   E    unknown.      As for-the symmetric case,-we.can   also   have   a0

A
formalism where the. corrective tetm  R . is included.

0

C)  Calculations

-S A
In this section we.present numerical bounds.where  R -R -R becomes positive.0  0

In Figs. (3,4) we present  IA for pp, PF and . K p from some models quoted in

the literature.  We see that the part of the curve..corresponding to experimental

12                                  A A
data satisfies assumption -D very well and thus theorem..IV ensures  that    R  -R 10

0

for E>m .
1

S  S
Secondly, we discuss the term  R -R   defined··in section  A) and give the numerical

values for which it must be positive.  We use as input the experimental values of

as (x) from ml up to the' highest experimental value · and a portion' of the extrapola-

tion of G   given by models (see Fig.5,6).  Since the minimum and rise are not

given by the experimental data alone, our results for this case are model depen-

dent and so we do not include the contribution to the integral from m  to ml .  Thus

it is sufficient to use our crude theorem.II for the determination of E and the
0

results should be considered  only as an illustration of theorem·' II. The precise

values  of  m   used,   as  well   as the numer:ical bounds  we have found, are' given   in

Figs. (5,6) for pp and Kp.  As we take into account the rise,of a to higher
sym

A A
energies (ie, increase m), E  decreases.  Since R -R >0 for E>ml' the EQ values

for RS-RS>0 are also the energy values beyond' which R -RS-RA>0.
0
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IV.  A Decomposition of *f As A Sum of Two Terms With One Depending Only On c

AIn the preceding section we have seen that if c satisfies

A                                                  S         'MS
assumption D then R (E)>0 for  E>m, and if G ( or a ) satisfies

i
Sassumption A then we can compute the value beyond which R  becomes and

-

remains positive.  We are thus able for the three reactions pp and pp,

+ +
K-p, A- p, (A and D being satisfied) to predict upper bounds on the

C'

energy where R-(E)>0.  However for pp, for instance, as depends not only
--

on G up to I.S.R. energies) but also on a unknown experimentallyPP (known
PP

beyond Serpukhov energies.  Therefore, E  given by the application of theorem
-

III depends strongly on assumptions about aPP.  On the other hand, we lose

the positivity included in RA which we do· not take into account in the bound

determined from RS.  If we use·a formulation for R- where both as  and GA

appear explicitly, then we can perhaps rearrange terms to make better use

Aof the positivity of R and obtain better results than in' theorem  III.

This is our purpose in this section.

We assume an unsubtracted equation for F  and define as above the high energy

part of F+

*     0»  (EIS+xIA)F =EX dx . (11)hE
Jmo x(x2-E2)

*S A
Taking into account I =I i I we get

-     -

R  = r  trA

2   I-dx
- AP   I dxr =pp (E Jm 2  22   rA= pp(EN          )      (12)

o  x(x -E 3 Jm  x(x-E)
0
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In order to see· the advantages ef this new decomposition ,  let

+S Aus compare it with the previous one R =R +R . For the first term , con-
0 -

sidering  RPP for instance,   we  see· · that instead of having- aPP (unknown beyond
S               PPSerpukhov energy) in'the'integral defining R we have only a in f-.

Secondly, for the second' term let' us' assume for instance that there exists

a  Regge traj ectory with intercept  1/2. This would  lead  in  R   to  an
, 1/2          Aasymptotic behavior like eonstq E whereas r  behaves asymptotically like

a constant and thus is negligible. In the following we investigate more

carefully these two terms.

A) r 

+Eq. (12) has a convenient form.  The first term r has the same structure

as  a symmetric equation  with  as  replaced  by  al (for instance  aPP  for.r P,

a P  for rK- P,  aTTP   for r.fr-P) 0    Thus· we can use the results of section  III

where the symmetric principal- part  has been studied in great detail.
WtIf a satisfies assumption A then we can apply theorem III to calculate

+
an upper bound for r becoming positive.  On the other hand, we know

that G    (or CK+P) rises, and so for · rPP 'cor rK-P) we can see if this rise

is sufficient to predict an upper bound for the energy value beyond which

rPP (E)>0   (or  rK-P (E)>0).

B) rA

At first sight this term seems more- obscure. We would like to give a rough
A

argument to estimate the behaviour of I  necessary to give a positive real

A
part r .  Let us put E=E. In fact, this second term has the structure of

2            S
a symmetric subtracted equation written.in a variable (s-u) =2 with I  re-

placed by IA.  When x is large, then IA-xl/23* where 3 =CAx·1/2.   If 60  is

positive and non-decreasing, we can make a rough guess in analogy to the case

symG non-decreasing for a symmetric equation that the corresponding realtot
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A
part r becomes positive.    Let us make: this. argument: more rigorous although

we  ignore,   for the moment, the contribution  of   the.. cut  from  m0  to  some  ml>mo,
A h

ml being the.value beyond which a E  could exhibit-some.general feature.  We

A
get for the real part r , using the same trick as in the preceding chapter

m
 1-6/E Atl r- A+1 A EE lim1 (-r)dfx[faA(f)-gAGA(EX)]+El E (-A)fa (i-)dfx    (13)

E+0 Jml/E                                                              o

where f,g and dfx are defined in Eq. (2b), f>g.  If GA>O, then the second term

of Eq.(13) is positive.  Let us define

A_1/2 -AG E   =G
(14)

-1/2 A =A
E   . I (E)=a

the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (13) can be written as either

lim 1/21 dA (faA(f)-gaA(EX)) (15)
. . 1-8/E

8+0, E    ml/E  Xi/2(1-x)

or

lim  E               dA     (3A( ) -3A(EX)). (16)1/2p 1-6/E

E+0 Xi/2(1-X)m /E
1

It remains positive if GA(or if GA) is non-decreasing for E>ml.  Finally rA

(minus the correction coming from.the contribution of the cut between m( and ml)

remains positive for E>ml.

At low energies, however, ..the experimental-.results (we discuss the experimen-

tal situation below) show that GA or aA are decreasing to a well defined energy.

We thus modify our formalism in order to take into account this experimental fact.

We would like to introduce. a finite energy M>m  such that the interval [m ,M] con-

-A    =A
tains a sub-interval. where.c  or.c. decreases, whereas beyond M these quantities

could be non-decreasing, flat or decreasing depending on the particular process.
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A      A
Let us now d'efine I and r as a sum of two terms.

IA=I  (x)+I  (x)' rA-r  + r 

where
A        I dx

r.  -  E i .i»)
,  E>M

A   B" I>x
r2 =     

J A x(x-E)
m
1

A
I (x)-IA for x>M, I x).IA-I   for m KxKM,1--

Il(x)fIA for moiximl

At this stage ml is a free value that we could.choose in the following at our

convenience.  However.we assume, as suggested. by the data,

I x)-I2(x)>o for x 6[ml,M] (17')

although the formalism. that.-we shall .develop can .easily be generalized without

this restriction. Taking into account.. (17')  we.define.m   as the smallest energy

value beyond which the.inequal.ity.. is. satisfied..  ..We...can, of course,   take ml larger

than this value.   Now with this.definition, [ml,M] could be longer than the inter-

-    =
val where G or c decreases.

Let us consider Rt =r* f rA t rA,  E>M, ' t satisfying assumption A and  see  if

it is possible to obtain. conditions ensuring R >o  for E>E(.  First, it is clear

+
that the problem   r-(E) > const.  can be treated using a slight modification of

theorem III. Second,  it  is also clear that  |·rl  |has a constant upper bound

and so the problem  r*trl >const.  for  E>E  can be investigated.  Third, we

introduce  r   into the game.  In the cases where we can ensure that  r   becomes
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either always positive .or always .negative after .some..computable energy
+

then at least one of the two problems R->0 for E>E · can· be· investigated.

From the rough discussion above it is clear that .the .transition between

these two cases is provided  by      going.to  a .constant..asymptotically.
AHowever,·.in .general r2 .is not bounded in".modulus .by a.constant.and. we cannot

+
hope· with our method to investigate both.problems R->0 -for E>E  .

0

B.1)  Study of r .   Let us assume IA(x)>0 for xE[m ,mA] and IA(x)-IA(x)>0

for  xe[m   ,   M]. It follows  that  r  is negative  for  E>M  and· we can evaluate

both a lower   and an upper bound for M<EI4E.     We get easily:

-A A-A
rll<rl<rl  for  EAE0>M

.A
m E M  E

rA = _ [ Im-1    0 .IAdx + I     0 (IA-IA)dx] (18)1           E -x A E -x      2
O 0

ml 0

A
-A mi  A      M
rll = - [Im I dx + ImA(IA-I )dx]

o 1

B. 2)    Study  of  r :      We distinguish between theee. cases.

-1/2 A .Case One: We can find M such that E I  lS non-decreasing for E>M. Let

us define assumption El.

Assumption El:

1) F  satisfies an unsubtracted-equation, C >0 for any E.

1/2 A -1/2 A
20    either   E..   02    or   E             I2    is:  non-decreasing    for   E>mA.

It is obvious from Eqs.  (15-16)  that- if assumption Er holds then r (E)>0
-1/2 A .

for E>ml. In' particular,  this- is- the case if E      I2  is' a constant  for

E>mA.     Let us· remark  that  we can· weaken assumption Ei. Instead  of  2)  let
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1/2 A -A -1/2 A =Aus assume 2') either' E  02=02 or E .  I2=(2 satisfies.assumption A for
E>mA and there exists at least m=m   such  that   34(ml)=EA.(m)  (or 3*(4)- (ni)).
We will prove that if 2') holds, then

.r  (E))0
for

E>/m2m', where m'  is such
m  

that EA(m')=EA(mi) (or B (m')= (mi)),  -1>= -f-  , 4 <mi <m2 <m' <m3·12
The proof is-identical to the proof-of theorem.I or corollary I: first

in   Eq·   (15)   (or  16)),  as in corollary  I,  let us separate.the integral  path
pm2/E             0 1

in two' parts   1   A. and The first term is positive for E>14 m2-4 ml/E   "2/E
and the second for E>m2.

Secondly,-in .Eq.  (15)  (or  (16)) as in theorem I, we
rmi    f 2       fl

m /E
separate into three parts:

  ml/E ' 4 ml/E and J m2/E
and·we again find that

each term is positive for E>An'm2.  Let us notice that we can even obtain

finer theorems, like theorem II or III, if we take into account the second

term of Eq. (13) which has not been utilized above.  The extension of these

theorems is straightforward.

In each .of these cases we can always find'  E8  such  that r >0   for  E,E  .0
-1/2 A .

Case two:. For E>M, E I is-.decreasing„and does..not.'go to-a'constant. Let

us define assumption E2:

Assumption E2:

1)    F     satisfies- an- unsubtracted  equation,  c >0.for  any  E

-A  A 1/2   =A  A -1/22)    for E>Mi either a--=a E or G =I E is·.decreasing· and - is bounded

above by CE-n, n>0.

We consider'directly-the sum- ri + r2

.1-EA         1/2 P       dA
-r (E)= lim [E '   {aA(EX)-EA(E/X)}]1/2E+0 u M/E X (1-X)

00

+E I f          IA  dic
f WAdx 14 2 1/2 (19)

Umo  x (E-x) E /M  x   (x-E)

L_
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In the r.h.s. of Eq.  (i9),   for E>M, the.first .and.second terms are

positive, the third  term is negative. .Taking .into .account.the' bound  on

 , we get
M    A                            1/2+nA         EI dx   . .  r        1

-r (E)>
 m   x(E-x) -..(n+1/2) .(1+ .--E -1      E2n

 (M         )        (20)
0

The  first  term-on  the  r.h.s:  of Eq..(20) behaves  like a constant  for

large E, whereas for E>Ma, a>l, the second.term.behaves like a constant

-2nmultiplied' by E .It follows ·that..we..can .always findia..finite'.E  such

that the r.h.s. of (20) is positive for E>E  or such that -rACE)>0 for

E>E .
0

+·1/2 A
Case three:  For E>M, E I-   is decreasing slowly  and  goes  to- a - constant.

Assumption E3:

1)  F . satisfies an unsubtracted equation, ·a >0 for any E

A CO  -ClEA    =A
2)     02-+Cl,   02 >Cl,   1  (    x1/2 ) dx< 00, .x( -Cl)· is.non-decreasing

wconst.

for E>ml.  r  can be written

00

-  EC dx f ·   (3  -Cl)xdxA         1
r  =                  +l2     A 1/2 A                1/2                       

              +                            
                                 (2 1)

1m   x   (x-E)  Jml   x   (x-E)

2 *-C
·rA=_'    (2  1) dx<0 -    (22)
2     A    1/2m x

1

At the r.h.s. of Eq. (21) the first.and the second terms are positive.  It

follows that if' assumption- E3 is satified,

rA > FA
2    2
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C)     R-. We summarize- our results.  .  Let .us.: assume:

i) 'a  satisfies assumption A.
tot

ii)   IA satisfies either assumption- El or assumption  E3'

If  i)  and' ii) -are  satisfiedi  then:our-.method gives..the· possibility  of

computing E .such that R (E)>0,·'for E>E .. For- instance;.-if'assumption E3

is .satisfied:.and if    R (E )4 2 +7 >0 for.a .particular E6 value., then

R (E)>0  for  E>E .     Consider  now  the case where assumption- Ei· is ' satis fied

(or  one of the alternatives given.in B.2),  case one). Then the"method  is

slightly
different.      On   one   hand-we- determine.E    1  .such   that   r2>0   for

E>E  ,  using the' method explained.in  B.1). On.the other  hand- we determine

Eo,2  such  that  Arl>0  for  E>Eo,2
by investigating  .the   equation

 R. (E    ..) -1-  (E .)>0. Finally,  we  get  R->0  for  E>sup (E        E      )-    We
0 1 0,L 1 032 0,1' 0,2 -

recall from the experimental data that assumption i) holds for pp and K p,

+
but does not hold yet for  7T p. It should be: stressed that the'method

reported here assumes 3  does not decrease after some·finite energy, as

shown in Figs.9;10. If  A decreases for all energies as in Assumption E2'

for example,.then..we cannot .expect·,.to..obtain a. bound, for R->0 using  the

decomposition given here. In that case, however, it may be'possible to obtain

+
a bound on R.„ as we .outline in the .nex.t section.

D) R 

+S A
In the usual- decomposition  R- =R  -R  ,  we  have not tried  to find- conditions

gi9ing.R >0. Actual- experimental- information is compatible with R >0,
Sand  if  R >0 beyond some energy- we' are  left  with  the  sum' of' two

  terms  of

+ +A
opposite sign. Let us now consider  R =r -r :

+
1)  For the determination-'of the'.energy beyond which r  becomes-positive,
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it- is neces5ary·'(applying-theorem III)'.to know.that there. exists  a

PF K-p..2 A-psufficient  rise  in  a-,  i.e.  in  a    , ·a   ....or  a. . .    Thisrresult-has  not

yet been observed experimentally.and .thus  such a-calculation- cannot  be                   <

done  independently of models.

2)    If it is .experimentally  confirmed..at -high-energies  that-E . or    in-
+creases:.sufficiently,    then:.rA.may.,lead.to..a. negative. con·tributiori- to   R   .

On the contrary,-if future experiments  show .that.: 3* or 14 decreases  at

high energies,  then it- is' possible-to give. numerical bounds-·beyond-which

A                                                    +r remains negative, giving'a'positive contribution' to.R:. Howeveri there

exists also' a third possibility. We- recall   that we have introduced M because

it appears as a general experimental' .fact .that there .exists' an' interval of

energy, between ml and M where 3 , decreases. -'But  for:'·E>M- it"is possible

that there .exists no general- feature -for   ,  that    * increases for some
+

reactions and  decreases for.- others.  ...Now .we .come .back to'R and' consider:

$-
i) dome models such that-a. satisfies:.assumption A.

ii).-assumption E2 is satisfied.
In  this ·case-·we first' determined E.....such  that  r >0.for  E>E  l  '(applying

· 0,1

our theorem ITI), second E    such that·.ther·r.h·.s:..:of Eq: (20) is-positive,

i.e., -rA(E)>0,  E >E and finally· we .get that .R50.-fA-E>sup. (Eo,1,Eo,2)
0,2'
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E) Calculation for RPP

In Fig.  7 is plotted a parametrization .of .the experimental data of   P 2/Ii:2-m2.
tot   E

aPP  from the threshold m  up to.the·.recent..I.S.R. results.-  We see thattot
4 '-

assumption A is satisfied and  .r->   Ri(E0)  for E>E0 (Theorem III).   In                           I
-  E-1/2Fig. 8 is plotted  2=    2   ·VEL-mz (al-P .-aPP ) and..we .see that assumption E3tot tot

is  satisfied  if we consider  E>M  28  GeV. ·  We have choosen 39=b f 7 a
parametrization given.in Ref.  4, and.we.have taken m .= 1GeV.   We have thus

A -ArA>  given-by Eq. .(18) and . r2>r2 given by Eq.  (22).' We.have computed

-A -Anumer ically  Eo  such  that   E Ri(Eo)+ri+r:2>O which provides  an-
E6- value  such

that  RPP>0. for  E>E . The-results-.are.the following:

i)   Taking into account the rise up to'.the.I..S.R.. .or .even a smaller rise,
PP                                       PP

E  for R  is found to be close to the minimum of atot.

ii) The contribution of the term R  is negligible.

ii: The negative contribution of the cut between  [mo,ml], i.e. Ro and
f    I Eo

-           .dx although important numerically, does not affect the result
Jmo  x(Eo-x)

very much if we include the rise of a    up to I.S.R. energies.
tot

iv) Taking.into account the maximum rise up  to  the I.S.R.,  we find for  E
0

values relatively closed to the minimum of a
PP   that' ER. (Eo)-1.iFt +  F  is-                                                      tot

higher  than some .well-defined-:non»negligible positive numerical constant.

This suggests that if we include in our'formalism what,·has been neglected

i. e., the subtraction' constant,.: the poler terms·  and the unphysical  cut,   then

the..general feature  of our result  will  not   change  .very  much.
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F) Calculations for RK-P

· 4

In Fig. 9·is plotted'a'parametrization' .of'the' experimental data

bt+p   Je-Mi Ktpof  a        = ·    E.   atot    from- the- threshold-mi>: up:..toetheamaximum: available

data, 55   Gev.       We.  see   thati:assumption,AT.i·s  ·very   welly satisfied. However,

between  ml   and   the- minimum-,   m2413GeV,  ' the   data, .is,»compatible  with .a   flat

cross section: Thus,,we.have·- 'tor.mod'ify  theorem:TII: slightly.-"'It- is  now

unnecessary.to: introduce the- intermediate ·values  (m',n ) .
Consider 00 N'K n

r·             a (xi    dxr-(E)=ppi
Jm 2   2

o          x (x  -E   )

We  introduce. the maximum  rise  m>m2- and still assume 1(E))O(m). for E>Iii.

With a slight modification  of- the formulation leading  to . theorem'III  it

is straight forward. to' get  for: E>Eo>m2 :

2E +x· '    E2Bm2 1   0

-rT- (E) >Ro (Eo)+E2 (Eo),1 <E-0)        +        ,|midx   2(  E --Ix   ) (0("S-) -S'(x))0

(23)

where Ro, R2 and R4 are still given by' (3·.a,b,e).   In Fig.:10:'is plotted 3*
+ +for the reactions K-P+K-p and we: see that ,Assumption- E3 is satisfied if

we· consider   E>M,   I42<11-13   GeV .i     We have- chosen 3=,(E=M),4    such   that   3    is
constant for E>M.   For this' choice of M we have. taken m 31.6 GeV.   We

get  rA> .   given: by E.q·.   (18). :..We have·numerically- computed ·  E    such  that0
K-pthe r.h.s. of  En.  (23) plus  (E ) becomes·positive, ensuring R    >0

PPfor E>E . The .principal result-is: the .same:.in  .this  case. as: for  the. R case:0

RK_P,0. for  E>E '  and  E6 is close  to the' minimummof: the, total-cross-section *
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+
of the crossed· reaction,  i.e.' to  the':'minimum'of  G .11: .:   we: can  alsotot

16
choose M slightly higher·than m2'rfor instance .M.=14,or. 15 Gev.   For

these choices  we have verified thati E8  is  slightly,higher' but-close  to

M..   However,  let us: remark 'that' our 'calculation  takes ·.into..account neither

the singularities below  tha  elastic" threshoide·nor,-theesubtraction- constant,

"                     and  that  the minimum of atot occurs· at  an.energy, which: is low: compared  to6
the minimum: of    GPP  .    On  the-other  hand,  the  calculations-presented  here  show

tot

that   it.is not necessary'  to take into:account. the: whole· experimental   rise   of
+

aPP   or   aK  P in order to determine   E6 ·    - For   that- reason-,-,we   feel 'that future

work which includes .what- has been:neglected here"and: takes .into ,account  the

maximum'  experimental   rise  will  obtain-r.esuits.·.similar..to,i those: presented   here.

+
GO  ' Elastic  'A-p' Case                                            K

iThe..elastic  A    p  data' is' characterized:-by  two  main-experimental   facts:
+
Ap

i)    a  behavior    of  type A is'not'yet' experimentally" observed  for· at:ot  uP

to 55 GeV.

ii)   Comparing- the experimental    Tr  P  data ' of · Serpukhov- energies with a

14
new result at,N.A.L. does not indicate  any rise. Point i)' illustrates

an important. result concerning- the  sign-of  the  real  part:   if  ·we  take  into
· ·  · ·fh- Ap

+

account only.the' experimental ·data-for a 'P'..the,absence·of ·a rise in a
Ep

up  to  55 GeV· seems  to be tied.to  the,-negativity  of  R..  ..,up  to that energy.

4                                +Ap
Of  cou rse,  .one .can assume  as in some   models in-the'.literature  that  a

has   a   minimum and   rises   at' energies._ higher than 'the' Serpukhov-values.       If
+P

we apply our..method using such models  for       , .and.. assume that- after  some

L
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+
rise a is non-decreasing,  then we' can find.·the. sufficient  rise  such

Ap

that R becomes' and- remains' positive ' at energies somewhat' beyond  the
Ap

+                        4                          -Ap Apminimum of a However, these models  also require a rise for a some-

15what beyond Serpukhov energies  and,  those: models· . leading.to
 

a-positive
Ap ApR    give at the same timevalues for a which  are ·not -

clearly consistent
14

with the experimental data. In conclusion,. we. think .that: we must wait

for further experimental data' before. we apply our method to the  wip case.

V. Conclusion

- -

In this paper, for the reaction a+b+a+b+and a+b+a+b, we have tried

to obtain general results concerning the positivity of the real forward scatter-

ing amplitude beyond some finite, computable-energy.  The originality of our

method  is  that we do not consider ·a' particular model,  and we incorporate  in

our formalism as much experimental knowledge' ·of the total cross se,ctions as
possible.    For  the  real  part of symmetric' amplitudes we have shown  that

behavior ·of  type  A  (see  Fig.  .1) with sufficient  rise  in the symmetric total

cross section is a sufficient condition-to-ensure ·the positivity of the

symmetric real part at some finite energy.  By making the usual decomposition

ab
of R into  a  sum of symmetric and antisymmetric parts,   we .find  that  the

results on the .positivity of Rsym also give the positivity of Rab Unfor-

tunately, none of the symmetric total cross sections .(for: pp, Kp,·or 'Irp)

have yet been confirmed to have a behavior"of type A.

We  have  thus  been  led to consider a: different decomposition.    With  this

new decomposition and special. assumptions about the antisymmetric ampltiude

ab
we have shown that if a has a behavior of type A, then we can computetot

L
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ab
the energy at which R becomes positive.  Applying this. method to the

ab
two known case where a exhibits a behavior of type A, we·have found

tot

numerically that R and R must be.positive. at energy values: close
Elp        pw

to the minima of G+P   and aPP , respectively.'· On·the other'hand,tot tot+
the experimental knowledge of c  P does not yet indicate behavior of

tot

type A.

The  validity of our"results is subject to-three main. conditions:

ab
i)  that our assumption about the behavior  of a beyond the experimentally

tot
ab

observed rise is correct: i.e., that a is non-decreasing.tot

ii) that our assumptions about the antisymmetric amplitudes.are correct,

1/2 a+E a+b
i.e. that there exists a finite·energy beyond. which E (d -0 )

tot tot

is either non-decreasing or decreasing- but- going·to a constant (under

particular conditions).  Moreover, we have assumed that there is no change

ab   ab
of sign for a,  -atot tot

iii)  In the formalism developed   in this' paper  we have taken into account

the forward dispersion relations from'.the. physical. threshold up to infinity.

However, the subtraction constants, ' the  poie  terms,: and.·the- unphysical  cuts

have been neglected.

Ekperiments   in.  the near future  will ' either,partially. confirm or invalidate

point i) (especially  in  the K p  case) and. point  ii) . above.:   If  it' is experi-

mentally established that assumption  ii) is wrong, namely  that  El/2  G A

aE        abdecreases and does not go to a constant, although a 'and c do not
tot tot

cross, then our formalism can be applied to the determinationtof the value

ab
beyond which R remains positive.
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Concerning point  iii), ·  we  note  that- a: future work:·should ·be ·done ·including

these corrections.     The  fact  that- we have  found:·numerically ·that  RPP  and

K-p ab
R       are appreciably positive near- theE,minimulri'-bf  a. . . gives ·us- the  hope

tot

that these corrections  will- not  affect- our' ·results.·significantly.

.
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A.1

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we determine conditions  B  and C· of Theorem  II.

.4.            I)  We consider R=R +R..a b

00

a (x) bdxa 2
E

(A.1)
m'
1

m'                   _/2 2 2  2
Rb   =   Il   a (x)hdx   ,         h= C  yx   -mo) /x (x  -E   )

mi

for E2 )E2=m2m'.  We have also m <m cm'/m-4m'  ,  and we want to find a con-00 1- 1- 2
First we consider Rb·

dition on (mi,m') such that R)0 for E>E .ALet us introduce nq: ml=no<nl'©12    '

··· n _l<n =mi.  Due to the fact that 0(x) is decreasing for xE[n ,n } we
0 P

have

q=p-1 n
q+1

Rb   >      I      G (n )
I hdx (A.2)
n

q=0          q

Let us define

bm (x)=(1+/SIx))/(1-g<x)) 26 1
0

2 2 2   2
am (x)=(x -mo)/(E -mo)  < 1

(A.3)
-                                                                         0

m m

Fm (11,\))=m0(arc cos ·-  -arc cos -·11)>0  if  11>v0

We get : (for simplicity we do not write the
index mo)

P-1
'/E 2-m4

b(n )

E I)> XE E G (n ) [F (n   n )+ log     1  (A.4)q+1 '   q               2                         b(n       )o                                       q+1

where  1<b(n )<b(n   )
q     q+1 '
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The  last  term in  the r.h.s:.of  (A.4)  can -be written

q=P-1

'/12 Ino  {  [   qEL    log b(nq) (0(n )-0(nq_1))]+9(no)logb(no)-0(np,_1)logb(np)}

Let us define
I '

CA=   (1+TBA  ) / (1-  '/BA-  )

XE2  2  2
(A.5)

BA= (E2-m2)/(C m'  ) -mo)
1

Then we have

2R  E                     -         2X
2

>                                (A.6)

4E2-m2 log c
o A=l 1/£2-m2. log CA=1

In appendix B it is shown if n2  < m'2-3m2 :
P-1. 1 0

i)  JE2-mg  log c decreases-when E increases.
X=1

log b(n )
ii) increases when E increases· for q=0,  1,  . . .  p;  and goes

log cX=1
to the

limit   n /mi   when·  E+00.
log b(m')

iii)  0<         1  <1

log cX=1

log cx(E).

iv) increases when E increases if X> 1.
(E)log ck=1

Then we get

2R  E

2

>X for E>E . (A. 7)
00

7/E2-m2  log  cx=l (Eo)
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q=p-1 20(n )F(n n) log b(ml'Eo)q    q+1, q
-a (n   )+XIE

I +G(ml) p-1q=0 logc   (EO)RE 402 log c   (E ) X=1
X=1  0

q=p-1                  n
I   (0(n )-0(n ) )

'--i 
(A.8)+ q, q-1

q=.1                                 1

When p=1, which means  that  we  do not introduce  n  , · the final result

(A.8) is replaced by

2R                                         -     logb (ml'EO)
>a (ml)(-1+                                       ) )                                   (A.8' )

log c   (EO)'/E2-m2 log cx=1(Eo) X=1

22
m <m'2 -3m10 1     0

Next, we consider Ra.and.introduce X :q                     2
E

Let us consider   Ao=l  4114X2<    . . . Ar-rSAr. Because  a (-- )    is  non-
decreasing  for. E3E   and  h>0   in   , ,   we  get:

s=r-1        2   f ml 2003s+1-ET
E

Ra     >           I               a (A s    -rr     ) J hdx+C (1      4-    )  f         E 2       hdx    (A. 9)s=0  "'1 X E2 r ml   lA -
sm' . r mi

1

2 CO s=r  2   2 ooEn     E   E
Ra>d (27')     2     hdx+     I      (a(As  -mi--)-a(As-1  ai   ) A     E2     hdx     (A. 10)1 v E s=l      1       1 4 s-ElI:I

.

and

2               2               2            2    logcx (E)2R E E    s=r      E           E

a          .                    >c (--m;)+   sEl [(c (As--0,)-a (As-1   m'-) 1 C S   )
1              1          1    log cqE2-=2 log c X=l=X(Eo)

0      1=1                                               0

(A.11)

-



A.4

Applying tv) we get that for all  E>E0

2R E2
a >Y (A.12)

'/ 2-m2 log c
X=1

2                    2
E s=r X E E2   logcxs(Eo)

Yo= 0(-- ,)+ [ E (0( '  io
)-a(X

s-1 ml
logc (E ) (A.13)

-7))               1
1 s=1 X=1  0

22EE
Ill<X     -2-r   ,   G (X  -0) 20 (m)w r m rm '
11

If X =1 then (A.12) becomesr

2R E 2                 2E-a
>a(m) m< _Et_ (A.13')

'      0  m'

1/E2-m2 log cx=l(E) 1

Taking into account the simplest formulation (A. 8'1·135  we  see  that

we have a first condition giving R30 for E>E .

Condition B (theorem II)

log b(ml'Eo)

a (m)>a (ml)(1-
log cx=l(Eo)

-                                            m'm222  2m' >m +3m  . mk1'1 0' , m
1

If we consider p=2, r=2 or p=3, r=2 or p=2, r=3, or p=3, r=3, ....

we have the possibility-to improve-condition B as we want.  The

general Condition C (theorem 'II' )  is the following

a)  X +Y >0 where X  and Y6 are expressed by eq. (A.8) and-(A. 13)0 0 0

m'm22       2
b)   mi  n pll+3m2  , mkm<Ar    mi

which ensures   R> 0   for   EbE ' =      An' m'0      2

 -                                               -



A.5

At  the  end we would  like to consider -the  case where, m =0  in h  (see Eq.  (A.1)).

It  is  straightforward - to -verify-that· all   formula (A. 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-8'-9-

10-11-12-13-13'),   hold  with -the -only - change
m6=0 in these   formulas.

In particular , conditions B and C are deduced by putting m EO in the0

corresponding formulas.

4

.

[



B.1

Appendix B

In this appendix we want to prove - the properties -i), -ii) i   iii),

iv) assumed in appendix A and which were necessary in order to derive

conditions B and C of-theorem II. ·We  recall··that  mgml*i<E.

i)       Bl(E) -1/E22mn       log cx ,9 decreases  when 'E -increases.     Differentiating
.

we get

4 2  ,2
Bi (E  -m0ml. ) 00 .p-EB  Z

2  -1/2  2  2 1/2 p=O 2ph-1    Pm'· EB
(E -mo)1

where B is B defined in (A.5).X=1

Z0=2m2(E2 mi.2)>0
4    22   2  2

Z  =Z.  -2p (E  -2m  E  +m  m'   )PO O        0...  1

Z =Z1-2 (p-1) [ (E2-m·8).24-m2 (mi-m2) ],   Z <0 -for  p>l·  if  Zl<0.0     0

We put m,2 = 3m2+X and·get

Z =-2m,2 (m, 2-m2)-2(E2-m'2)(E2+X), Zl<0 if  X>O.1 1 1  0

Bz                             2   E4   mi             m
2E2  .        2

(zo+ --51)(E4-m2m, 2)=-2(E2-m12)i(X-mo)   (-3-+      3    )+2m In' 2+   3 (E4-m14)]<0o 1

if  X> 32.

In conclusion

B' <0  if  mA2 >4m2 (B.1)1            10



B.2

ii) 82 (EN
logb·(1619, where m Elf'    is- an·- increasing function  when E increases.
logc   (E)

X=1

First

ml2-*2 2 (E2-mi2)
81=1-a (x)=(      2      2      )+Ino        2      2        4      2   -2               0   if   xel

E -m
(E  -mo)(E  -momi  )0

Secondly for simplicity let us call
BX=1 defined in (A.5) as B and

a(n) defined in (A.3) as a .  We get for the derivative,

1/282(log cx=l)2(aB)     (1-a)(1-B)(E2-m2) (E4-m m'2)
=11-]*2 E  (BP-vaP)

2E(n2-m2)m'2 P=1 (2p-1)(2p+1)
0    1

where

2m2(E2-m12)
p-1=- <0

E4-m2m, 20 1

and

2  2 2  .7 2 2-  2  2.2.,2  2   2  2
(E -mo)  (mi--n  )+mo[(E -mo)  -(mi· -mo)(n -mo)]

8-ap = :042222
(E -mom'1)(E -mo)

Thus B>all , we have also B>a  and it follows that Bn-anu>O,Jinal. It

-          remains to add 11-1 and the first term p=1 of the series and seek a con-

dition in order that the sum-be-positive.

I ji-1+i(B-«») 1 IE'-m>.  1 [E2-m:1«  f  mi I (82-mi) 2- (m,  -mi) (.2-mi) 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2«2 2
=2(£2-mo)[-mo (E  -m'1)+  ·3  (m'i-m  )(E  -mo)]

2

'2"  (r.2-mi) [E:(3-1)+„,i  -    Y',      1   if  m.i,  .2+Ym 

> 0 if Y)3



B.3

In conclusion

82>0  if m' 2>n2+3m2 (B.2)

logb (mi,E)
iii)B3(E)- <  1.   This follows - from the fact· that b (mi)kl.  c    >1

lo gcA=l(E) '    '    A =1,

and

m2(E2-m12)
81=1-a(mi) =  2  2 2  4  2  2

>0

(E -mo) (E -mom'1)

In  conclusion B<1 without restriction.
3

log c (E)

iv) 84 (E) f
X

increases when E increases if  X>l.  We recall that  BXlog cx=l (E)

and B =Bare defined in (A.5).  We get for the derivative,1=l

84(logcx=l  (E))2(BBA)1/2(1-B) (1-Bx) (A2E4-m m'2) (E4-m m'2) (BP-BAR*
=U-1+2  E

*E (E2-™02)m, :(El-2 :2"itmi (-4-) 2) p=1(2p-1) (2p+1)

where

4 2 2 2 .2 4  2 mi.2E -2E m +m m' ) E -m (-9
w=( 0  0  1     ) C 0  A   -)>l for X>1,

4   2 2·2.m l 2 E4-m2m,2
E -2E m+m(     )          0  1O O X«

B>BA  and

(12-1)(E2-m2)m'2EE2-m'2)E2+E2(m'2-2m2)]

B-BA#
= >0

2 4 2 .2
A (E -mom'1)

2    2if X>1 and m' >2m .
1    0

In conclusion

B' >0  if  X> 1 and m,2 >2m2 (B.4)4            1/ 0



B.4

In  conclusion of this - appendix  we  remark  that  all   conditions     B-i)...iv)

are satisfied if

m, 2> n2 +3m2 (B.5)1  /   p-1        0

where n n -1 for q<p-1 and n -1<mi-is· defined in (A:2).   If p=l;  i.e.,

condition B of theorem II and appendix A holds, then·n -l=mi; if p>l: i.e.,

condition C of  theorem' II and' appendix A holds, then· n -1 is· the last
intermediate value, the nearest  to ' m -introduced  in· the interval   [ml'mi] ·
Now what happens if mo=0 in Bl' 82' 83' 84    It is' straightforward to

2   2verify that Bi<0, 82>0, if m'l>n , 83=1 and 84>0.

-                                                                         1
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: A general cross section having behavior of type A. a

decreases from energy value ml to m2' and increases from

m2 up to m.  Beyond m, a is non-decreasing.  mi and m' are

intermediate values such that G(mi)=a(m').
r.

S  A
Figure 2: The (B ,B ) plane.  The hatched area is forbidden by

unitarity and. positivity.  The allowed region is divided into

three subdomains according to the behavior of  p.

Figure 3: IA-(E).is plotted from. three models for E>lOGev. The. points
PP

below 10Gev. are taken directly from the data.

A
Figure 4: I  (E) is plotted from two models for E>10 Gev, the points

KP

below 10Gev. coming directly from the data.

Figure 5: aPP (E) from the model of Bartel and Diddens.  The solid line
sym

is a fit to existing data, the dashed line an extrapolation

to higher energies.  ml=1.8 GeV, m2=148 Gev. The inset plots Eo ,

the energy such that RPP (E)>0 for all E>E , vs. m, the energy marking
sym

the amount of rise of a taken into account in computing E .PP
...      ·           . sym

Figure 6: a KP (E) from the model of Bartel and Diddens, the solid line
sym/\

being a fit to existing data, the dashed line an extrapolation

to higher energies.  ml=l.OGeV, m2=30 GeV. The inset graph plots E ,

the      energy such that RKP (E)>0 for all E>E , vs m, which marks
sym

KPthe amount of rise of. c included in the computation of E .sym



Figure 7: The upper graph shows experimental_.values.  for     (E) =I P (E) /E

from threshold...up  to. 1500 GeV, using .the.. parameterization  of

Ref.4 for E>10 GeV. .The inset graph .plots E  vs m, E  being

the' energy such that RPP>O for all_E>Ed" m .marking the amount
,,

of rise of.*app taken.. into account. .in..the computation   of   Eo

=A
n     Figure 8: a   data, the solid .curve. representing the..fit. to the data used

PP

in calculating E  for RPP given in Figure 7.  The dashed curve

is an extrapolation to higher energies from the model of Bourr-

ley and Fischer.

Figure 9: The- upper graph shows ..the experimental values  for  cNK+P=11+PIE

from threshold up.to: 55 GeV,.using the parameterization of Ref.4

for E>10 GeV.  The inset graph plots E  vs m, E  being the energy

that  R -P>O  for  all E>E0, m.marking  the  rise of VI<-1-p taken  into

account in computing E .

=A
Figure 10: a   data,.the solid..curve.representing the fit used in calcula-

KP

ting E .for.RK-P given in..Figure. 9. The dashed curve  is an extra-

polation to higher energies. from..the..model. of Bourrely and Fischer.

I.
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